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The LHCb Upgrade I
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29

The king is decommissioned,  
long live the king!

The upgraded LHCb has arrived!
• Major upgrade of all sub-detectors to handle increased rates 
-  , pile-up 5 

• New readout electronics 
• New DAQ and data center

ℒ = 2 ⋅ 1033cm−2s−1 ≈

12

New pixel-based VELO
New RICH mechanics, optics, photodetectors 
New Silicon strip upstream tracker UT
New SciFi tracker  
New electronics for MUON and CALO  
New luminometer PLUME  

• 5 July 2022: first data at 13.6 TeV! 
• 21 October 2022: first VELO closing - huge milestone for the experiment 
• First mass peaks! 

To good approximation: a brand new detector installed this year!

Figure 1.1: Integrated luminosity profile for the original LHCb, Upgrade I (Run 3 and 4) and
Upgrade II (Run 5 and 6) experiments, in the context of the o�cial LHC schedule of 2021
(extensions of Run 3 and LS3 by one year and six months, respectively, have been deliberated in
January 2022). The blue points and the left scale indicate the anticipated maximum instantaneous
luminosity whilst the red line and right scale indicate the accumulated integrated luminosity.

physics programme to be expanded in ways unforeseen prior to data-taking, for example in
studies of heavy ion and fixed target collisions and searches in the dark sector.

The method of testing the SM through precision measurements in flavour physics is fully
complementary to that of searching for on-shell production of new particles in high energy
collisions. The mixing and decay of beauty and charm hadrons occur through weak interactions,
mediated by gauge bosons with masses many times larger than those of the hadrons themselves.
Other, as-yet unknown, particles could also contribute, leading to measured parameters such
as decay rates and CP violation asymmetries deviating from the SM predictions. The reach of
measurements of these observables is limited only by experimental and theoretical precision.
Rare processes, where the SM contribution is small or vanishing and as such has low uncertainty,
are of special interest. In particular, processes for which the SM contribution occurs through loop
diagrams, i.e. flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC), are often considered golden channels for
potential discoveries of physics beyond the SM. These include B ! ``, B ! X`` and B ! X�
(here ` is a lepton and X is a hadronic system). Several anomalies recently reported by LHCb in
these types of processes have led to speculation that a discovery of physics beyond the SM may
be not far o↵. In particular, a recent measurement [12] of RK , the ratio of B+

! K+µ+µ� and
B+

! K+e+e� decay rates, shows evidence of violation of lepton universality with a significance
of 3.1 standard deviations. If confirmed by further measurements, Upgrade II will allow new
physics models to be distinguished. Independent of their confirmation, these rare decays serve
as a good example of the potential of flavour physics at Upgrade II to probe beyond the reach
of the energy frontier.

A major detector upgrade is presently under installation, referred to in this document as
Upgrade I. This will employ a full software trigger, which will provide significantly increased
selection e�ciency in hadronic final states, and allow the experiment to function at a luminosity of
2⇥1033 cm�2s�1. The design of the Upgrade I detector is presented in several documents [16–22]
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Run 3 Run4

• Visible interactions (pile-up) 7.6 (1.1). 

•  = 13.6 TeV (13 TeV). 

• Luminosity:  cm-2s-1 (4 x 1032 cm-2s-1). 
• Expected integrated lumi: 50 fb-1 (9 fb-1). 
• Brand-new tracking detectors  VELO, Upstream Tracker, Scintillating Fibre Tracker. 

• Read-out of all sub-detectors at 40MHz  Reconstructing all tracks in the High Level Trigger.  

• Goals wrt Run 2  same efficiency/fb-1 for muonic modes, x2 efficiency/fb-1 for hadronic modes. 

s
2 × 1033

→
→

→

The LHCb upgrade I [2305.10515] 
LHCb upgrade I Seminar 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.10515
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1284724/
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DAQ and trigger in Upgrade I
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Triggering divided into two stages. HLT1 uses an array of GPU servers to perform a faster event 
reconstruction. HLT2, based on CPU servers, performs a complete reconstruction with an offline-
level quality, permanently stored for subsequent analysis. 

LHCb-Figure-2020-016 
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Figure 1: LHCb upgrade dataflow focusing on the real-time aspects.
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Figure 2: LHCb upgrade dataflow focusing on the real-time aspects, in widescreen view.
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references for use in papers.
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HLT1 HLT2

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2730181?ln=en
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Online network

● Custom PCIe 40 cards to receive data 

from subdetectors (TELL40)

● Up to 4 TB/s data rate through Event Builder

 network.
○ O(4%) of internet traffic in 2022 *

● ~170 EB servers with 2 GPU cards for HLT1

● 40 PB disk storage 

● ~4000 servers in Event Filter Farm for HLT2

● All hosted in new data centre at Point 8

● Velo clustering performed in TELL40 (FPGA)

* Computer weekly 13/9/22 57

Front-end
 electronics

DAQ + 
Event Builder + 
HLT1

Buffer

Front-end
 electronics

PCIe 40 readout card
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• Custom PCIe40 cards to receive data from 
sub-detectors (aka TELL40), equipped with 
an Intel Arria 10 FPGA chip.  

• A fast  Event Builder (EB) network routes up 
to 32 Tb/s data rate.  

• 170 EB servers with 2 GPU cards for HLT1. 
• 40 PB disk storage.  
• HLT2 runs asynchronously on CPUs to take 

advantage of the LHC's dead time. 
• First example of complex reconstruction 

on FPGA at 30 MHz: 2D VELO clustering 
already  deployed in TELL40 (FPGA)                    
[10.1109/TNS.2023.3273600].

DAQ and trigger in Upgrade I

Online network

● Custom PCIe 40 cards to receive data 

from subdetectors (TELL40)

● Up to 4 TB/s data rate through Event Builder

 network.
○ O(4%) of internet traffic in 2022 *

● ~170 EB servers with 2 GPU cards for HLT1

● 40 PB disk storage 

● ~4000 servers in Event Filter Farm for HLT2

● All hosted in new data centre at Point 8

● Velo clustering performed in TELL40 (FPGA)

* Computer weekly 13/9/22 57
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PCIe40 readout card 
2.9. Online and data acquisition

Figure 2.10: (left) Picture of the PCIe40 card and (right) diagram of the PCIe40 board and its primary
components [59, 67].

electronics and transmits timing and fast control (TFC) commands to the FE and TELL40s. In
this case, all bidirectional links are active. When configured as a SODIN [69,70], the PCIe40
acts as a readout supervisor, interfacing the LHC machine clock to LHCb. Considering data
paths first, around 500 TELL40 cards receive data via 10k optical links, carrying subdetectors
data from the LHCb cavern to a data center located on the surface. Data packets are sent from
the FE to the TELL40 boards asynchronously across all input links. The readout firmware of
the TELL40 must be able to decode the data frames from the FE, realign them according to
their bunch crossing identifier (BXID), build an event packet, and send it to the DAQ network,
in which each TELL40 card represents a source point, managing data from a limited number
of detector links. In order to perform selections, the LHCb software trigger requires complete
events, containing the information of all subdetectors. The process of assembling all data
fragments coming from di↵erent TELL40s and belonging to the same bunch crossing is called
event building (EB) [71] and is performed on the ⇠170 servers that host the TELL40 cards6.
Apart from TELL40 cards, EB servers also contain GPUs running the first stage of the High
Level Trigger (HLT1) application. As each server receives only the data from the subdetectors
connected to the hosted TELL40s, all the EB nodes are interconnected with a high–performance
network7 that transmits the complete information to the node, which is in charge of the full
event assembly. Each server acts in turn as data–source and data–sink in the event–building
process, where cyclically every node acts as a full event builder (sink) and receives data from all
other servers (sources). Instead of putting together single data packets, the EB builds data from
several thousands bunch–crossings, to achieve optimal network performances. Built events are
then stored in a shared memory bu↵er and sent to a GPU installed in each event–builder server
that performs HLT1 reconstruction and selections. The events selected by HLT1 are sent to a
temporary bu↵er storage, from where they will be accessed by the alignment and calibration
processes and by the application performing second–stage selections (HLT2).

Figure 2.11 shows a schematic view of the entire LHCb online system. PCIe40 cards, in
SODIN and SOL40 flavors, play a key role in the TFC system. TFC is responsible for controlling
and distributing clock, timing, and trigger information, synchronous and asynchronous commands,
across the readout chain. It also regulates the transmission of events through the readout chain
taking into account TELL40 states, the LHC filling scheme, and calibration procedures, while
ensuring a coherent data taking acquisition across all elements in the readout architecture.
Figure 2.12 shows the TFC architecture and its data flow. The SODIN readout supervisor is the
TFC master, sending necessary information and commands, while being interfaced to the LHC

6Each EB server contains up to three TELL40 cards, where each server hosts cards of a single subdetector.
7The 200 Gbit/s high dynamic range (HDR) InfiniBand technology is used for the EB network implementation.
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https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/10121151
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Figure 1.1: Integrated luminosity profile for the original LHCb, Upgrade I (Run 3 and 4) and
Upgrade II (Run 5 and 6) experiments, in the context of the o�cial LHC schedule of 2021
(extensions of Run 3 and LS3 by one year and six months, respectively, have been deliberated in
January 2022). The blue points and the left scale indicate the anticipated maximum instantaneous
luminosity whilst the red line and right scale indicate the accumulated integrated luminosity.

physics programme to be expanded in ways unforeseen prior to data-taking, for example in
studies of heavy ion and fixed target collisions and searches in the dark sector.

The method of testing the SM through precision measurements in flavour physics is fully
complementary to that of searching for on-shell production of new particles in high energy
collisions. The mixing and decay of beauty and charm hadrons occur through weak interactions,
mediated by gauge bosons with masses many times larger than those of the hadrons themselves.
Other, as-yet unknown, particles could also contribute, leading to measured parameters such
as decay rates and CP violation asymmetries deviating from the SM predictions. The reach of
measurements of these observables is limited only by experimental and theoretical precision.
Rare processes, where the SM contribution is small or vanishing and as such has low uncertainty,
are of special interest. In particular, processes for which the SM contribution occurs through loop
diagrams, i.e. flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC), are often considered golden channels for
potential discoveries of physics beyond the SM. These include B ! ``, B ! X`` and B ! X�
(here ` is a lepton and X is a hadronic system). Several anomalies recently reported by LHCb in
these types of processes have led to speculation that a discovery of physics beyond the SM may
be not far o↵. In particular, a recent measurement [12] of RK , the ratio of B+

! K+µ+µ� and
B+

! K+e+e� decay rates, shows evidence of violation of lepton universality with a significance
of 3.1 standard deviations. If confirmed by further measurements, Upgrade II will allow new
physics models to be distinguished. Independent of their confirmation, these rare decays serve
as a good example of the potential of flavour physics at Upgrade II to probe beyond the reach
of the energy frontier.

A major detector upgrade is presently under installation, referred to in this document as
Upgrade I. This will employ a full software trigger, which will provide significantly increased
selection e�ciency in hadronic final states, and allow the experiment to function at a luminosity of
2⇥1033 cm�2s�1. The design of the Upgrade I detector is presented in several documents [16–22]
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LHCb in Run 5&6 (Phase II) 

5

• Target instantaneous luminosity: ~ 1.5 x 1034 cm-2s-1 
• Target integrated luminosity: ∼300 fb-1.   
• Visible interactions (pile-up): ∼40.  
• Keep same performance in such more difficult 

conditions, timing will be required in some detectors.  
• About 200 Tb/s data to be reconstructed in real time. 

Run 5 Run6

LH
C

b-
TD

R-
02
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Andrea Contu - INFN Cagliari Real time data processing with FPGAs at LHCb

LHCb in Run 5&6 ?

● Target: ∼300 fb-1 
● Pile-up: ∼40
● To keep the same performance in more 

difficult conditions, timing will be required in 
some sub-detectors

● 200 Tb/second data produced
● More processing has to be performed 

earlier in the DAQ Chain to reduce data 
offline

● Moving to a “heterogeneous-computing” 
paradigm

5

LHCb-TDR-023

 

Run5

Run6

• More and more processing has to be performed earlier in the DAQ 
chain to efficiently reduce data size as soon as possible. Costs 
could be an important limitation. Greener solutions are needed. 

• Moving to a “heterogeneous-computing” paradigm is of 
paramount importance. 

• Take advantage of Run 4 (same conditions as Run 3) to develop 
novel approaches.

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2776420?ln=en
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Real time tracking with FPGAs

● Modern FPGAs can perform parallel data 
processing with high throughputs, low 
latencies and better energy efficiency than 
CPUs and GPUs (for certain tasks)

● This talk: demonstrator system for real-time 
tracking on FPGAs with the “artificial retina” 
architecture to reconstruct tracks in the 
Vertex Locator

6

PCIe 16x board, 1 Intel Stratix 10 FPGA, 16 optical links

Real-time tracking with FPGAs 
• Modern FPGAs can perform parallel data 

processing, integrated in the DAQ architecture, with 
high throughputs, low latencies and better energy 
efficiency than CPUs and GPUs (for certain tasks). 

• So fast to allow "local" reconstruction before event 
building. Thus, also saving bandwidth immediately. 

• This talk: specifically aimed at the realization of a 
real-time tracking unit to reconstruct standalone 
tracks downstream the magnet on FPGAs with the 
“artificial retina” algorithm.
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Andrea Contu - INFN Cagliari Real time data processing with FPGAs at LHCb

Real time tracking with FPGAs

● Modern FPGAs can perform parallel data 
processing with high throughputs, low 
latencies and better energy efficiency than 
CPUs and GPUs (for certain tasks)

● This talk: demonstrator system for real-time 
tracking on FPGAs with the “artificial retina” 
architecture to reconstruct tracks in the 
Vertex Locator
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PCIe 16x board, 1 Intel Stratix 10 FPGA, 16 optical linksPCIe 16x board, 1 Intel Stratix 10 FPGA, 16 optical links 
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The “artificial retina” architecture  

7

• Step 0 - Discretize space of track parameters (pattern 
cells) and generate track intersections with detector 
planes (receptors) and connect them to cells (mapping). 

• Step 1 - Detector hits are distributed (Switching 
Network) only to a reduced number of cells according 
the mapping of Step 0 (LUT).  

• Step 2 - A logic unit (engine) for each cell accumulates a 
Gaussian weight proportional to the distance with the 
receptors. 

• Step 3 - Tracks are identified as local maxima of 
accumulated weights, above a certain threshold, over 
the cells grid.

NIM A453 (2000) 425-429

Conceived for parallelism (cells work in parallel): high-throughput 
and low-latencies. FPGA size limitations overcome by spreading 
cells over several chips (without increasing latency). 

Figure 4: Track reconstruction steps with the “Artificial Retina” architecture.

without the need for a global event synchronization. Every processing block works in
parallel with all the others at the same horizontal level, thus ensuring a very high degree of
parallelization of the processing. The overall flow of data is regulated by a back-pressure
mechanism to avoid data-loss when the processing time of a step is not deterministic.
When an entity is not ready to receive new data, it raises a ‘hold’ signal, pausing the
output of the previous entity. If the previous entity, having completed its task becomes
unable to accept further inputs, it will send a ‘hold’ signal to its own inputs, causing the
‘hold’ to propagate back along the processing chain. Since the data from the first input
comes from the detector, that cannot be held, to avoid data loss it is necessary for the
throughput of the device to be larger than the input data rate. This means that in a
triggerless application at LHC, the device must be designed to accept a new full event
at every beam crossing, that may happen with as little as 25 ns interval. This does not
mean the processing of an event needs to be completed - it just needs to be moved down

16

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168900200006768
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Distribution network

Cell

Detector layers

To DAQ

Figure 3: Data flow in the “Artificial Retina” architecture.

principle take an arbitrary form, but in our prototypes we found that a Gaussian function
works well. The function is normalized to make sure its maximum amplitude equals 1,
and its mean equals 0. The sigma of the Gaussian is another target for optimization.
The weight function is conveniently truncated to zero at some distance from the receptor
(“search distance”). The weights of all received hits are accumulated into a single value,
whose final value ad the end of the event represents the ‘excitation level’ (another neural
analogy) of the corresponding cell. A high value indicates good compatibility of the set
of received hits to the reference track. A threshold is then applied, whose natural value
is somewhat lower that the total number of sub-detector layers comprised by the track
(Fig. 4 (centre)).

After all cells have received all relevant hits from the event at hand, the next step of
cluster finding begins. This is the determination of local maxima of the excitation function
within the matrix of all cells; they are taken as track candidates, with the position of their
centroid within the matrix taken as estimate of the candidate track’s parameters (Fig. 4
(bottom)).

3.2 Protocols

The steps outlined above are executed in a pipeline, so that all the di↵erent parts of the
device are always active. This ensures optimal exploitation of the hardware for maximum
throughput. Each step is executed using the output of the previous one as input, but
the two can be performed at the same time on di↵erent parts of the data, possibly on
di↵erent events. The same paradigm is also adopted at a more detailed level, within the
steps previously described, according to a full dataflow protocol.

A special word, called EndEvent (EE) is used on each data channel to separate the
data belonging to di↵erent events; this allows each part of the system to distinguish them

15
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The “artificial retina” architecture  
NIM A453 (2000) 425-429

Input from detector and 
data preparation. 

Calculate cell weights and 
performs  interpolations to 
extract track parameters. 
Engines work in parallel.  

Distribution network of custom 
switches exchange hits among 
FPGAs and sends them to 
appropriate cells using lookup 
tables (allows large throughput). 

Primitive tracks are forwarded 
to the Event Builder, as an 
“embedded track-detector”, 
as sub-detector hits. 

(based on Intel’s ’Logic Element’ units). Given that current FPGA chips typically hold
millions of LE, this implies that thousands of cell engines can be fit within a single FPGA.

3.4 Distribution network

The distribution network is the element of the “artificial retina” architecture charged with
delivering the hits coming from di↵erent readout lines of the detector, to the relevant cells
within the parameter space grid. It can be said to e↵ectively operate a multidimensional
change of coordinates; however, the corresponding function is a multi-valued one, as a
single hit can conceivably be part of tracks having di↵erent parameters. This means that
this network needs to create and delivery multiple copies of the same hit to di↵erent cells
within the grid, and this sets it apart from most other networks. Its design has been
specifically developed for the current project.

The hit-multiplication feature lead to a progressive increase of bandwidth as the data
is moved through the network, that must be carefully controlled in order not to exceed
available resources. The network is programmed to limit the set of hits delivered to each
cell to only those within the search distance, and its detailed internal organization is
determined by a purposedly-developed optimization algorithm, that learns from sample
data the configuration ensuring the best load balancing within the network. Dispatching of
hits to the desired locations relies on internal LUTs, that store tables that are pre-computed
during the above-mentioned optimization.distributed dispatching

2-way dispatcher

2m 2m

2s 2s
2-way dispatcher

2d

0 1

L R

2d

0 1

L R

2d

0 1

L R

2d

0 1
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4d =  4 x 2d

4-way dispatcher

4d 4d

2d 2d 2d 2d

8d =  12 x 2d

8-way dispatcher

Figure 7: Interconnection between splitter (2s) and merger (2m) to build a dispatcher (left).
Interconnection between dispatchers (2d) to build a switch with 4 input/output (centre). In-
terconnection between 2 sub-switches with 4 inputs/outputs (4d) and 4 dispatchers to build a
switch with 8 inputs/outputs (right). Repeating the scheme it is possible to build a switch with
the desired number of inputs and outputs.

We implemented the Distribution Network as a modular design, with the dispatcher
as the basic block. The dispatcher has two inputs and two outputs, being able to send
any input to any output (possibly both) according to the routing scheme. The basic
components of the dispatcher are the splitter and the merger [56]. Figure 7 (left) shows
the interconnections between these components. The splitter has one input and two
outputs. It searches the hit coordinate inside its routing LUT, and it sends the hit to one
or both outputs. The information stored in the LUT are computed o✏ine together with
receptor. In a merger, the data coming from two lines are gather together. This does
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Figure 5: Structure of the Engine. Block inside the grey box are replicated to match the number
of Engine inputs.

Figure 6: Connections between max-finders. The max-finder highlighted in the center is reading
and processing the excitation level of its 8 neighbours. The same computation is performed
simultaneously by all other max-finders shown in figure.

finder pairs, a relevant parameter is the amount of FPGA logic resources needed for
implementation. This depends a bit on the chosen variant, but is typically around 1 kLE
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Figure 6: Connections between max-finders. The max-finder highlighted in the center is reading
and processing the excitation level of its 8 neighbours. The same computation is performed
simultaneously by all other max-finders shown in figure.

finder pairs, a relevant parameter is the amount of FPGA logic resources needed for
implementation. This depends a bit on the chosen variant, but is typically around 1 kLE
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Figure 3: Data flow in the “Artificial Retina” architecture.

principle take an arbitrary form, but in our prototypes we found that a Gaussian function
works well. The function is normalized to make sure its maximum amplitude equals 1,
and its mean equals 0. The sigma of the Gaussian is another target for optimization.
The weight function is conveniently truncated to zero at some distance from the receptor
(“search distance”). The weights of all received hits are accumulated into a single value,
whose final value ad the end of the event represents the ‘excitation level’ (another neural
analogy) of the corresponding cell. A high value indicates good compatibility of the set
of received hits to the reference track. A threshold is then applied, whose natural value
is somewhat lower that the total number of sub-detector layers comprised by the track
(Fig. 4 (centre)).

After all cells have received all relevant hits from the event at hand, the next step of
cluster finding begins. This is the determination of local maxima of the excitation function
within the matrix of all cells; they are taken as track candidates, with the position of their
centroid within the matrix taken as estimate of the candidate track’s parameters (Fig. 4
(bottom)).

3.2 Protocols

The steps outlined above are executed in a pipeline, so that all the di↵erent parts of the
device are always active. This ensures optimal exploitation of the hardware for maximum
throughput. Each step is executed using the output of the previous one as input, but
the two can be performed at the same time on di↵erent parts of the data, possibly on
di↵erent events. The same paradigm is also adopted at a more detailed level, within the
steps previously described, according to a full dataflow protocol.

A special word, called EndEvent (EE) is used on each data channel to separate the
data belonging to di↵erent events; this allows each part of the system to distinguish them
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(based on Intel’s ’Logic Element’ units). Given that current FPGA chips typically hold
millions of LE, this implies that thousands of cell engines can be fit within a single FPGA.

3.4 Distribution network

The distribution network is the element of the “artificial retina” architecture charged with
delivering the hits coming from di↵erent readout lines of the detector, to the relevant cells
within the parameter space grid. It can be said to e↵ectively operate a multidimensional
change of coordinates; however, the corresponding function is a multi-valued one, as a
single hit can conceivably be part of tracks having di↵erent parameters. This means that
this network needs to create and delivery multiple copies of the same hit to di↵erent cells
within the grid, and this sets it apart from most other networks. Its design has been
specifically developed for the current project.

The hit-multiplication feature lead to a progressive increase of bandwidth as the data
is moved through the network, that must be carefully controlled in order not to exceed
available resources. The network is programmed to limit the set of hits delivered to each
cell to only those within the search distance, and its detailed internal organization is
determined by a purposedly-developed optimization algorithm, that learns from sample
data the configuration ensuring the best load balancing within the network. Dispatching of
hits to the desired locations relies on internal LUTs, that store tables that are pre-computed
during the above-mentioned optimization.distributed dispatching

2-way dispatcher
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2s 2s
2-way dispatcher

2d

0 1

L R

2d

0 1

L R

2d

0 1

L R

2d

0 1

L R
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4d =  4 x 2d

4-way dispatcher

4d 4d

2d 2d 2d 2d

8d =  12 x 2d

8-way dispatcher

Figure 7: Interconnection between splitter (2s) and merger (2m) to build a dispatcher (left).
Interconnection between dispatchers (2d) to build a switch with 4 input/output (centre). In-
terconnection between 2 sub-switches with 4 inputs/outputs (4d) and 4 dispatchers to build a
switch with 8 inputs/outputs (right). Repeating the scheme it is possible to build a switch with
the desired number of inputs and outputs.

We implemented the Distribution Network as a modular design, with the dispatcher
as the basic block. The dispatcher has two inputs and two outputs, being able to send
any input to any output (possibly both) according to the routing scheme. The basic
components of the dispatcher are the splitter and the merger [56]. Figure 7 (left) shows
the interconnections between these components. The splitter has one input and two
outputs. It searches the hit coordinate inside its routing LUT, and it sends the hit to one
or both outputs. The information stored in the LUT are computed o✏ine together with
receptor. In a merger, the data coming from two lines are gather together. This does
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Figure 5: Structure of the Engine. Block inside the grey box are replicated to match the number
of Engine inputs.

Figure 6: Connections between max-finders. The max-finder highlighted in the center is reading
and processing the excitation level of its 8 neighbours. The same computation is performed
simultaneously by all other max-finders shown in figure.

finder pairs, a relevant parameter is the amount of FPGA logic resources needed for
implementation. This depends a bit on the chosen variant, but is typically around 1 kLE
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See next talk  F. Terzuoli, A real-time demonstrator of track reconstruction with FPGAs at LHCb.  

The experience gained with a demonstrator system for real-time tracking at 30 MHz on FPGAs 
with the “artificial retina” architecture to reconstruct tracks in the Vertex Locator is presented.

→

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168900200006768
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1290426/contributions/5582388/
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Tracking at LHCb-Upgrade I

• Long track: reconstructible using VELO + UT + T stations. → beauty and charm core physics  
• Downstream track: reconstructible using UT + T stations. → crucially to reconstruct for LLPs. 
• T-track: reconstructible using T stations. → first stage of downstream tracks reconstruction.  

10

Types of tracks to be reconstructed 

Long lived particles in LHCb

M (MeV) τ (ps) 

Bs 5300 1.5

KS 500 90

KL 500 50000

Λ 1100 260

T-stations  
Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SciFi) 
Geometry: three stations x-u-v-x

Upstream Tracker (UT) 
Silicon microstrips 
Geometry: x-u-v-x

VeloPix

z beam axis)
2.3m0.7m

x-axis

7.6m 9.5m

 
X

pred, u/v 
extrapolated X

measured, u/v 
measured

y 
extrapolated, u/v

 

x

y

�x

�x

tan��)

Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of the extraction of the yu/v-coordinate track in-
tersection, given the xmeasured,u/v coordinate of the u/v-hit of a stereo SciFi layer and
the predicted xpred,u/v-coordinate of the reconstructed axial track candidate. The yu/v-
coordinate (red dot) comes from the intersection of the u/v-hit (green line in the bottom
figure) with a straight line parallel to the y axis and passing through the xpred,u/v-coordinate
(vertical black dashed line in the bottom figure). Only u/v-hits compatible with the axial
track projection (transparent red band in the bottom figure) are sent to the stereo retina.
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Tracking at HLT1 today
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2D VELO clustering first example of RETINA pre-processing at the pre-build stage. HLT1 throughput 
improved by a factor >11%, with a bandwidth reduction of 14%. [10.1109/TNS.2023.3273600]

Algorithm used for reconstructing 
standalone T-tracks in the SciFi 
sub-detector. See Louis Henry’s 
talk. About 35% of the entire 
sequence, corresponding to 2.8 s 
out of 8 s (125KHz) on NVIDIA 
RTX A5000 [FIGURE-2022-010].

μ
μ

Adding UT hits to form a 
“downstream track” requires 
additional GPU-time. Not yet in the 
baseline. See Arantza De 
Oyanguren Campos’s talk. 

 Seeding is a very intensive pattern recognition task (high occupancy in SciFi).  
 T-track primitives essential in both in-out (forward) and out-in (matching) tracking algorithms.

→
→

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/10121151
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1290426/contributions/5582392/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1290426/contributions/5582392/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2811214
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1252748/contributions/5554776/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1252748/contributions/5554776/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1252748/contributions/5554776/
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T-tracks primitives

Downstream Tracker in Run 4

12

acceleration

Proposal for a Downstream Tracker (DWT) RETINA-like tracking in Run4 under scrutiny at LHCb. RETINA will 
provide on-the-fly T-track primitives, at pre-build level, to greatly accelerate SciFi seeding tracking algorithm, 
while saving GPU resources for higher-level tasks. The DWT significantly extends LHCb’s physics reach 
for long lived particles (and not only). 
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Tracking 6-layers of SciFi 
• SciFi tracks are parameterized as straight 

lines (Retina must be 2D): 

-  : x-coordinates of the intersection 
between the first (last) axial layer; 

- similar for the stereo association . 
• Interesting physics tracks (Long and 

Downstream) distributed over the diagonal 
region, being   (and  ) 

• Typical size of a Retina system is needed, 
about 150k cells for the whole SciFi sub-
detector (axial layers). 

x0 (x11)

y0 (y11)

x0 ≈ x11 y1 ≈ y11

13

5.3 Receptors production on the x-z plane

The o�cial LHCb simulation is used to produce the patterns of hits associated to
each pattern cell. This is a preparatory step and it has to be done once, or better
to say every time geometry and alignments of the SciFi detector change during the
data taking. The output of this procedure is just a list of pre-calculated constants,
determined with the LHCb Upgrade realistic simulation, to be loaded on FPGAs.
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Figure 5.5: Sketch of the procedure used to produce retina receptors, for a given (xi
0, x

i
11)

axial pattern cell (a) and for a given (yi
0, y

i
11) stereo pattern cell. The intersections of the

particle trajectory with the SciFi layers (blue stars) are the so-called receptor coordinates,
while the green dots indicate the point P i

0 and P i
11 to identify the starting point and the

momentum direction of the generated muons.

The two parameters chosen to parameterize the phase-space of axial projection
of tracks, as already mentioned above, are the intersection x0 and x11 coordinates of
the track with two ”virtual” planes located just before (z = 7700mm) the first layer,
positioned at z = 7826mm, and just after (z = 9400mm) the last layer, positioned at
z = 9410mm. This is motivated by the fact that the simulation is not able to generate
particles within the active detector material, as the scintillating fibres. For each ith
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Figure 6.3: Axial (left) and stereo (right) retina of single track event. The stereo retina is
filled with yu/v-coordinates where the values of xpred,u/v, as a function of z-coordinate, is a
parabola, and the reconstructed axial track parameters are determined from the linearized
�2 calculation for the local maximum. In this illustrative example, granularity of stereo
retina is the same of that one of the axial retina. See text for details.

threshold which is larger than one. The chosen granularity of the stereo retinas,
covering the same quadrant studied in the axial case, is equal to 30⇥ 30 pattern cells,
where the number of cells mapping the e↵ective diagonal band is equal to 355, which
is much lower than 258001, i.e. the number of pattern cells used to map the diagonal
band of axial retina. Reconstructed track candidates in the stereo view, associated
to a given axial track candidate, are found with the same procedure developed for
the axial retina (see chapter 5). A number of u/v-hits, in a di↵erent stereo SciFi
layers has to be larger than 4 ( nS

hit � 4) and the excitation level of the stereo retinas
has to be larger than 3 ( W S

T � 3). Then, the linearized �2 value is calculated using
only u/v-hits stored in the pattern cell, as for the axial case, and the local maximum
having the minimum �2

S value is chosen as the stereo counterpart of the relative axial
track. Other stereo local maxima are discarded. No absolute requirement on the �2

S

value is required, since it is used only to make association between the two view.
Fig. 6.4 shows two examples of the excitation level of two stereo retinas filled

with SciFi subdetector u/v-hits from fully simulated LHCb Upgrade events. They
are associated to two di↵erent axial tracks.

6.3.1 Results

Tab. 6.1 report the final measured axial ("A) and the three-dimensional ("AS) tracking
e�ciencies using 100 events of the three available fully simulated samples at the

1Granularity of axial retina is 250 ⇥ 250 pattern cells for each quadrant, but only 25800 pattern
cells are used to map the diagonal band of the phase space track parameters.
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p = 7 GeV/c

LHCb Simulation
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Reconstruction of 3D T-tracks

14

• Reconstruction of T-tracks factorized in two 
stages. 

• Pattern recognition: find the x-z track 
projection using only axial layers.  

- tracks approximated as straight lines (2D Retina). 

- for each local maximum found, a linear  fit to a 
parabola is executed (on DSP blocks of FPGAs) 
in order to kill ghost tracks and evaluate parabola 
parameters.      

• Stereo association: x-z projection of track 
candidate is used as “seed” to extract y-
coordinates from u/v layers and associate y-
z track projection. Still in progress (not 
presented here).

χ2
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Figure 6.3: Axial (left) and stereo (right) retina of single track event. The stereo retina is
filled with yu/v-coordinates where the values of xpred,u/v, as a function of z-coordinate, is a
parabola, and the reconstructed axial track parameters are determined from the linearized
�2 calculation for the local maximum. In this illustrative example, granularity of stereo
retina is the same of that one of the axial retina. See text for details.

threshold which is larger than one. The chosen granularity of the stereo retinas,
covering the same quadrant studied in the axial case, is equal to 30⇥ 30 pattern cells,
where the number of cells mapping the e↵ective diagonal band is equal to 355, which
is much lower than 258001, i.e. the number of pattern cells used to map the diagonal
band of axial retina. Reconstructed track candidates in the stereo view, associated
to a given axial track candidate, are found with the same procedure developed for
the axial retina (see chapter 5). A number of u/v-hits, in a di↵erent stereo SciFi
layers has to be larger than 4 ( nS

hit � 4) and the excitation level of the stereo retinas
has to be larger than 3 ( W S

T � 3). Then, the linearized �2 value is calculated using
only u/v-hits stored in the pattern cell, as for the axial case, and the local maximum
having the minimum �2

S value is chosen as the stereo counterpart of the relative axial
track. Other stereo local maxima are discarded. No absolute requirement on the �2

S

value is required, since it is used only to make association between the two view.
Fig. 6.4 shows two examples of the excitation level of two stereo retinas filled

with SciFi subdetector u/v-hits from fully simulated LHCb Upgrade events. They
are associated to two di↵erent axial tracks.

6.3.1 Results

Tab. 6.1 report the final measured axial ("A) and the three-dimensional ("AS) tracking
e�ciencies using 100 events of the three available fully simulated samples at the

1Granularity of axial retina is 250 ⇥ 250 pattern cells for each quadrant, but only 25800 pattern
cells are used to map the diagonal band of the phase space track parameters.
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Figure 6.3: Axial (left) and stereo (right) retina of single track event. The stereo retina is
filled with yu/v-coordinates where the values of xpred,u/v, as a function of z-coordinate, is a
parabola, and the reconstructed axial track parameters are determined from the linearized
�2 calculation for the local maximum. In this illustrative example, granularity of stereo
retina is the same of that one of the axial retina. See text for details.

threshold which is larger than one. The chosen granularity of the stereo retinas,
covering the same quadrant studied in the axial case, is equal to 30⇥ 30 pattern cells,
where the number of cells mapping the e↵ective diagonal band is equal to 355, which
is much lower than 258001, i.e. the number of pattern cells used to map the diagonal
band of axial retina. Reconstructed track candidates in the stereo view, associated
to a given axial track candidate, are found with the same procedure developed for
the axial retina (see chapter 5). A number of u/v-hits, in a di↵erent stereo SciFi
layers has to be larger than 4 ( nS

hit � 4) and the excitation level of the stereo retinas
has to be larger than 3 ( W S

T � 3). Then, the linearized �2 value is calculated using
only u/v-hits stored in the pattern cell, as for the axial case, and the local maximum
having the minimum �2

S value is chosen as the stereo counterpart of the relative axial
track. Other stereo local maxima are discarded. No absolute requirement on the �2

S

value is required, since it is used only to make association between the two view.
Fig. 6.4 shows two examples of the excitation level of two stereo retinas filled

with SciFi subdetector u/v-hits from fully simulated LHCb Upgrade events. They
are associated to two di↵erent axial tracks.

6.3.1 Results

Tab. 6.1 report the final measured axial ("A) and the three-dimensional ("AS) tracking
e�ciencies using 100 events of the three available fully simulated samples at the

1Granularity of axial retina is 250 ⇥ 250 pattern cells for each quadrant, but only 25800 pattern
cells are used to map the diagonal band of the phase space track parameters.
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An example of axial retina

15

This is just a top half of the SciFi corresponding to 73k cells of granularity.

Table 1: Axial reconstruction e�ciencies for di↵erent simulated samples and di↵erent track

categories. The ghost rate is also shown. Event-averaged values are shown in brackets. The

physics fiducial requirements pT > 200MeV/c and 2 < ⌘ < 5 are applied.

Track type MinBias [%] D0 ! K0
S⇡

+⇡� [%] B0
s ! �� [%]

T-track 71 (72) 70 (71) 70 (71)
T-track, p > 3GeV 83 (84) 81 (82) 82 (83)
T-track, p > 5GeV 89 (90) 88 (89) 88 (88)
Long 77 (79) 76 (77) 76 (77)
Long, p > 3GeV 85 (86) 83 (84) 84 (84)
Long, p > 5GeV 90 (91) 89 (90) 88 (89)
Long from B not e±, p > 3GeV - - 88 (87)
Long from B not e±, p > 5GeV - - 91 (90)
Down 75 (76) 74 (75) 75 (75)
Down, p > 3GeV 84 (85) 82 (83) 83 (84)
Down, p > 5GeV 89 (91) 88 (89) 88 (89)
Down from strange not e±, p > 3GeV - 82 (82) -
Down from strange not e±, p > 5GeV - 88 (89) -
Down from strange not long not e±, p > 3GeV - 82 (82) -
Down from strange not long not e±, p > 5GeV - 87 (88) -
ghost rate [%] 49 (40) 52 (47) 53 (47)
ghost rate / (1 - ghost rate) 0.9 (0.7) 1.1 (0.9) 1.1 (0.9)
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Figure 1: Excitation level of the axial RETINA filled with hits from the top half of SciFi for a

single event. True tracks are indicated with red circles, while reconstructed track candidates

with black stars.
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hits that give the best track-fit quality are shown in red crosses.
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and 2 < ⌘ < 5 are applied.
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First look at physics performance
• LHCb GEANT-based SciFi simulation, with 

simulated realistic pp collisions at the LHCb-
Upgrade I conditions (  = 7.6). 

• At this stage working point chosen to 
have 90% of efficiency for generic long 
tracks with p > 5GeV. 

• Efficiencies ‘comparable' with the CPU-HLT2 
Hybrid Seeding [ref] and GPU-HLT1 
Standalone Seeding [ref]. 

• Ghost rate is about 50% (about 1 fake track 
for each real track), to be compared with 
22% of Allen-HLT1 (axial-only). 

• Stereo information from u- and v-coordinate 
hits not yet included. Performance will 
benefit by using that. Trade-off with GPUs 
under investigation.

ν
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Table 1: Axial reconstruction e�ciencies for di↵erent simulated samples and di↵erent track

categories. The ghost rate is also shown. Event-averaged values are shown in brackets. The

physics fiducial requirements pT > 200MeV/c and 2 < ⌘ < 5 are applied.

Track type MinBias [%] D0 ! K0
S⇡

+⇡� [%] B0
s ! �� [%]

T-track 71 (72) 70 (71) 70 (71)
T-track, p > 3GeV 83 (84) 81 (82) 82 (83)
T-track, p > 5GeV 89 (90) 88 (89) 88 (88)
Long 77 (79) 76 (77) 76 (77)
Long, p > 3GeV 85 (86) 83 (84) 84 (84)
Long, p > 5GeV 90 (91) 89 (90) 88 (89)
Long from B not e±, p > 3GeV - - 88 (87)
Long from B not e±, p > 5GeV - - 91 (90)
Down 75 (76) 74 (75) 75 (75)
Down, p > 3GeV 84 (85) 82 (83) 83 (84)
Down, p > 5GeV 89 (91) 88 (89) 88 (89)
Down from strange not e±, p > 3GeV - 82 (82) -
Down from strange not e±, p > 5GeV - 88 (89) -
Down from strange not long not e±, p > 3GeV - 82 (82) -
Down from strange not long not e±, p > 5GeV - 87 (88) -
ghost rate [%] 49 (40) 52 (47) 53 (47)
ghost rate / (1 - ghost rate) 0.9 (0.7) 1.1 (0.9) 1.1 (0.9)
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Figure 1: Excitation level of the axial RETINA filled with hits from the top half of SciFi for a

single event. True tracks are indicated with red circles, while reconstructed track candidates

with black stars.
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 FPGA primitives into GPU-HLT1

• Main DWT purpose is to provide good quality 
primitives to Allen-HLT1 and speed up the 
standalone T-track reconstruction. HLT2 will 
also accelerate, since primitives can be re-
used there. 

• DWT already has a very good physics 
performance for being a co-processor.   

• Ghost rate is under control. It will be absorbed 
by the GPU track refitting and processing at full 
precision.  

• Optimal working point (and many other features 
of the algorithm) to be chosen when T-track 
primitives are plugged into Allen and used as 
‘seeds’ in the GPU-seeding algorithm.
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Resource usage and integration
• DAQ integration is crucial, strong constraints 

from available servers/PCIe slots/bandwidth, 
several options under discussion to minimize 
impact on operations and maximize 
performance. 

• A cell-engine for processing a 1D SciFi hit with all 
functionalities, requires no more than 1000 LEs. 
[cell for stereo association simpler < 500LEs]. 

• DWT is modular and can be implemented on 64  
FPGA boards for the axial reconstruction and 32 
boards for the stereo association.   

• About 2.8 × 106 LEs for each tracking board.   
• Commercial FPGAs chips with similar or larger 

number of LEs are already available on the 
shelves, such as the Intel Agilex 7 AGM039 (3.85 
x106 LEs) envisioned for the PCIe400  boards. 
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Conclusions
• The Retina DWT is a co-processor running at the pre-build stage at 30 

MHz with no time-multiplexing. 
• It aims at providing T-track primitives of ‘very good’ quality to Allen-

HLT1 (and HLT2) and accelerate Seeding and Downstream tracking. 
• Projected physics performance, for a FPGA coprocessor of reasonable 

size, is already excellent. Work is ongoing to integrate primitives into 
Allen-HLT1 and precisely quantify all benefits.   

• The DWT is the first real-life test bed for this new architecture and will 
pave the way for an even better integrated heterogeneous system (with 
much greater acceleration) in view of the challenges of Upgrade II.
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The LHCb-RETINA team
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This document describes the design principles and the implementation details of a
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capabilities of LHCb beyond the level of Upgrade-I.
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Abstract

22

Finding track segments downstream of the magnet is some of the most important and 
computationally expensive task of the first stage of the new GPU-based software trigger of the 
LHCb Upgrade I, that has started operation in Run 3. These segments are essential to form all 
good physics tracks with a very high precision momentum measurement, when combined with 
those reconstructed in the vertex track detector, and to reconstruct long-lived particles, such as 
Kshort and strange baryons, decaying after the vertex track detector, largely boosting the physics 
reach of the experiment. In this talk, we discuss the collaboration plans to install a real-time 
tracking device based on distributed system of FPGAs, dedicated to the reconstruction of 
particles trajectories in the forward Scintillating Fibre tracker detector, with the aim to preserve the 
full physics potential of the experiment in Run 4, and in view of Run 5 (Upgrade II) at higher 
instantaneous luminosity. This system will enhance the DAQ system of the experiment, and will 
run in real time during physics data taking, reconstructing tracks on-the-fly at the LHC collision 
rate, before the software trigger processing begins. The design and the expected performance of 
this device, with the capability of processing events at the full LHC collision rate of 30 MHz is 
discussed. Proposed by Michael J. Morello <michael.joseph.morello@cern.ch>
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Figure 8: Di↵erential axial reconstruction e�ciency as a function of pT for Downstream tracks

from B decays. The B0
s ! �� sample is used. The physics fiducial requirements of pT >

200MeV/c and 2 < ⌘ < 5 are applied.
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Figure 4: Di↵erential axial reconstruction e�ciency as a function of p for Long tracks from B
decays excluding electrons. The B0

s ! �� sample is used. The physics fiducial requirements of

pT > 200MeV/c and 2 < ⌘ < 5 are applied.
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Figure 5: Di↵erential axial reconstruction e�ciency as a function of p for Downstream tracks from

B decays. The B0
s ! �� sample is used. The physics fiducial requirements of pT > 200MeV/c

and 2 < ⌘ < 5 are applied.
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Figure 6: Di↵erential axial reconstruction e�ciency as a function of pT for Long tracks from B
decays. The B0

s ! �� sample is used. The physics fiducial requirements of pT > 200MeV/c
and 2 < ⌘ < 5 are applied.
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DWT: physics performance
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Seeding HLT1

24

See L. Henry’s talk at CTDs 2023

12Impact on throughput

 Seeding + matching does not significantly change the throughput of HLT1.

 Most of the cost is on the seeding itself, as could be expected.

On NVIDIA RTX A5000 the entire HLT1 
sequence takes ~8 s (on simulation).μ

SciFi decoding and Seeding takes 35%  ~2.8 s 
(VELO tracking takes ~1.8 s where ~0.6 s already 
removed thanks to the FPGA 2D clustering)

→ μ
μ μ

http://www.apple.com
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Throughput Allen-HLT1
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1 The new Downstream algorithm in HLT1 [1]1

A fast and performant algorithm has been developed to reconstruct tracks which do not2

leave hits in the VELO detector. It is based on the extrapolation of SciFi seeds (or3

tracklets) to the UT detector, including the e↵ect of the magnetic field in the x coordinate.4

Only seeds that have not been used for long track reconstruction are considered. A search5

window for compatible hits is opened in the last layer of the UT. Tolerance regions in the6

UT are defined for each SciFi track, based on simulation studies. A candidate is considered7

for each SciFi track. In a second step, tolerance windows are opened in the remaining8

layers of the UT detector, and a search for hits compatible with the expected track is9

performed. One of the main characteristics of the algorithm is the rejection of ghost tracks.10

One neural network with a unique hidden layer is used with this purpose. It includes11

information of the downstream track state (x,y,tx,ty,q/p,�2), with ti the slope parameter,12

di/dz, q the charge of the track, p the momentum, and �2 a quantity to evaluate the13

goodness of the track fit. Information of the SciFi track properties (q/p and �2) are also14

included. In a last stage the output of the algorithm is consolidated, in SOA (Structure15

Of Arrays) structures. It contains the state of the downstream track, the associated UT16

hits, the information of the associated particle. In the following sections the performance17

of the algorithm is presented, based on simulated samples with standard Run3 conditions.18

2 Throughput of the Downstream algorithm19

Figure 1: Through of the Allen sequence including the Downstream algorithm, executed on a

RTA A5000 card using simulated MinBias sample with nominal Run3 conditions. The global

e↵ect of the inclusion of this new algorithm is 3 kHz. This can be shown by comparison of the

last two boxes in the figure.

In Figure 1, we elucidate the impact of a specific algorithm on global throughput20

by demonstrating its e↵ectiveness across distinct sequences on a RTA A5000 card using21

simulated MinBias sample with nominal Run3 conditions. Notably, following the intro-22

duction of “utdecoding”, the throughput of “trackmatching veloscifi” is reduced from23

227kHz to 203kHz, and with the subsequent implementation of the algorithm, it further24

declines to 172kHz, signifying that the algorithm and decoding exert equal impact on25

throughput. Similarly, the “hlt1 pp matching” sequence experiences a drop in throughput26

from 122kHz to 107kHz upon the joint implementation of “utdecoding” and the algorithm.27
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~2x170 = 340 GPUs 
installed in the EB nodes 

86.7kHz x 340= 29.4MHz
82.9kHz x 340= 28.1MHz

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2875269
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(full rate event building)

Software High Level Trigger

10 GB/s to storage

Full event reconstruction, inclusive and 
exclusive kinematic/geometric selections

Add offline precision particle identification 
and track quality information to selections 

Output full event information for inclusive 
triggers, trigger candidates and related 
primary vertices for exclusive triggers

LHCb Upgrade Trigger Diagram

Buffer events to disk, perform online 
detector calibration and alignment

Figure 2.9: Run 3 data acquisition and trigger architecture.

29

DAQ integration (pre-build)

• Plan is to integrate at Pre-Build 
level. (effectively part of the readout)  

• Many advantages: modularity, not 
necessary unpack the event, can 
reduce the data flow into the EB, 
appears as "virtual detector" 
producing ready-made tracks,…  

• HLT1-Allen (~ 2x173 GPUs) is now 
running on GPUs installed in the EB, 
operating in the Post-Build level.

26
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Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SciFi) 

27

• 3 tracking stations (T1,T2,T3) of scintillating fibre.  

• 4 layers per station (x-u-v-x) 

- u/v layers tilted by a stereo angle of +5º/-5º. 

- Electronic readout at 40MHz. 

- Hit spatial resolution: ~100 μm. 

- High occupancy: an average of about 300 hits per layer, up to a 
maximum of 800 hits per layer.  

• A small component of magnetic field (fringe field) is 
present in the SciFi region. Tracks are well approximated 
as parabola in x-z view, and as straight lines in y-z view.  

• For this study SciFi divided in 4 independent quadrants. 
Negligible loss of efficiency because of tracks crossing 
different quadrants.

at 40MHz. The evolution of this major tracking upgrade through several stages.
At the end of 2013 it was chosen to replace the tracking stations by a Scintillating
Fibre Tracker (SciFi Tracker). This complete new detector technology will cover the
full acceptance after the magnet. Scintillating fibres with a length of 2.4m and a
diameter of 250µm will be the active material of this detector and will be stacked
to fibre mats with 6 layers. These detector modules are going to be read out with
Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM).
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Figure 2.15: Arrangement of the SciFi within the tracker volume in the x � z view.
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Figure 2.16: Arrangement of the SciFi within the tracker volume in the x � z view. Zoom
around the beam pipe.

The SciFi Tracker will be located between the LHCb magnet and RICH2 and the
space is constrained by the one currently used by the IT and OT. The SciFi Tracker
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will have three stations (T1, T2, T3) which are composed of four detection layer
with a x � u � v � x geometry like shown in Fig. 2.17. Each detection layer will have
a rectangular stepped hole in the center to incorporate the beam pipe structure. The
detection layers are separated into 10 to 12 modules per layer, which host the active
material consisting of eight fibre mats. The fibre mats consist of 6 layers of densely
packed blue-emitting scintillating fibres with a diameter of 250 µm. The scintillation
photons are guided through the fibres and their detection is realised by multichannel
Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM) with rectangular channels of 250 µm. The read-out
of the SiPMs is based on a custom-designed ASIC chip which integrates the signal
over 25 ns.
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Figure 2.17: Schematic view of one station of the SciFi Tracker.

The fibres are supported by sandwich panels. The SiPMs are housed in a closed
volume and cooled to �40 �C. When a particle passes through a fibre mat it deposits
energy in more than one fibre. The scintillation photons travel along the fibres and
are detected by multichannel SiPMs. To reduce the noise, thresholds are applied in
the electronics and clusters are formed, see Fig. 2.18. The hit position is calculated
as the weighted average in a cluster which improves the spacial hit resolution. The
most important characteristics of the SciFi Tracker are the hit detection e�ciency
and spatial resolution, which are dominated by the overall light yield of the photon
detectors. The spatial resolution is provided by the width of SiPM channels and
therefor nominal 250 µm /

p
12 = 72 µm. However the spatial resolution depends

also on manufacturing tolerance of the fibre mats and modules. Providing a high
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